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RSG-5   LIMIT INDICATOR (5 channels, class 0.1%) 

 - 5 independent digital indicators – 4 digits LED each, 
- 5 analog inputs (pt100, resistance, voltage, current), 
- 2 binary outputs per each measurement channels, 
- RS485 MODBUS RTU output. 

 

Application 

RSG-5 is designed for accurate measurement and control of resistance 

(e.g. Pt100 temperature sensors) and voltage and current analog signals. 

Internal two alarm thresholds P1 and P2 (two for each channel) indicate 

decreasing signal below set minimal value and increasing signal above 

set maximal value. 

Example of application can be multipoint temperature control of motor 

windigs with use of alarm thresholds for shutting off control contacts. 

The device has 5 independent measurement channels. Channels are 

not galvanically separated from each other. 

Inputs:  - resistance sensors (temperature sensors e.g.  

 Pt100, Pt1000, Ni100 etc. and potentiometer), 

- current max 1A e.g. 020mA, 420mA, 

- voltage max 100V e.g. 010V, 

- channels can have different inputs  

e.g. 2 x Pt100 and 3 x 4÷20mA. 

Each channel has 4 digit LED indication. Indication can be scaled to 

anything (programmable) e.g. physical values (depends on version). 

RSG-5  is in board housing of below dimensions: 72 x 144 x 116mm.  

Mounting window dimensions: 68 x 139 mm. 

Each channel has two programmable alarm thresholds P1 and P2 

with relay outputs. 

Each threshold has top and bottom switching level. Their difference is 

alarm hysteresis. Exceeding set values changes state of 

electromechanical relay. RSG-5 has 5 independent sets of 4 digit 14mm 

height LED indicators. They present measurement values or 

programmable settings when in programmable mode. Two LED diodes 

light up when set threshold is exceeded (signal<min or signal>max). 

RSG-5 can be used as bistate regulator or three-state regulator with 

hysteresis. When input signal min<signal<max both outputs are in 

active states. Exceeding of one of the thresholds (signal<min or 

signal>max) switches output in passive state. 
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Ordering code. 

RSG-5  -  ---- limit indicator 

R  - - describe sensor 

U  - - describe voltage input signal e.g. 010V, 

I  -  - describe current input signal e.g. 420mA 

Z  -  - input with 24V for two-wire transmitter 

Order example: Limit indicator RSG-5 with inputs: 0-10V,  

0-5V, 0-20mA, Pt100, 4-20mA for 2-wire transmitter type: 

RSG-5-U(0-10V)-U(0-5V)-I(0-20mA)-R(Pt100)-Z(4-20mA) 
 

Technical parameters. 

Input DC signal 

 

voltage signal 

current signal 

- 

 

- 

- 

 05mA, 020mA, 420mA, 

 05V, 010V, 15V 

max 100Vdc 

max 1A 

Input with 4…20mA 

current loop supply 

- 4-20mA , 24V  

version RSG-5-Z 

Input resistance:   

voltage input - 250 k 

current input -  50  

Resistance sensor 

 

after agreement 

- 

 

- 

Pt100  in range   -20+540C,  

linearity in range 0+400C 

Pt1000, Ni100, Cu, potentiometer 

Sensor connection - three-wire 

Sensor measurement current - 1 mA 

Accuracy of input signal  

measurement 

 

- 

 

0.1 % 

Accuracy of setting switching  

levels 

 

- 

 

0.1 %  (of range) 

Error due to ambient 

 temperature changes 

 

- 

 

0.01 % / oC 

Measure time (channels 1÷5) - 0.25 sec 

Digital filter - averaging 16 measurements 

Separation of current and  

voltage inputs 

- highresistance for max. common 

voltage 60V  

For “Z” versions – common terminal +24V for all inputs 

Alarm outputs 

contacts load 

- 2 for each channel 

relays I≤2A/250V/500W) 

RS485 output - MODBUS RTU  

Power supply: - 220 V / 50 Hz,  15W 

Board housing - 72 x 144 x 116 mm, 

front protection IP54 

Mounting window dimension - 68 x 139 mm 
   

Programming – settings in each channel: 

Setting all parameters: - in range 00009999 

- indication in any units (for Pt100 

version indication only in Celsius 

degrees) 

  

- switching levels of threshold P1   

- switching levels of threshold P2   



 

Basic version – 2 independent relays in each channel.  

Description of rear panel for this version in in the drawing below. 

When the power supply is off in switching relays contacts 1, 2 are closed, 

contacts 1, 3 are opened. In NO relays when power supply is off contacts 

1, 2 are opened. The same states of relays are when P1 or P2 are not 

exceeded. Exceeding threshold P1 or P2 switches relays. 
 

Example version for protecting e.g. a turbine engine or bearings. 

1. Temperature exceeding control in three points. 

 PK1 - three switching contacts (terminals 1, 2, 3), 

 - power supply off – terminals 1, 2 closed (1, 3 opened), 

 -  exceeding one of P1 thresholds in first three channels  

  causes closing contacts 1, 3. 

 - not exceeding any of P1 thresholds in first three channels  

  causes closing contacts 1, 2. 

 PK1a - two NO contacts (terminals 1, 2), 

 - power supply off – terminals 1, 2 opened, 

 - exceeding one of P2 thresholds in first three channels  

  causes closing 1, 2. 

 - not exceeding any of P2 thresholds in first three channels  

  causes opening terminals 1,2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Temperature exceeding control in two points. 

PK2 - three switching contacts (terminals 1, 2, 3), 

 - power supply off – terminals 1, 2 closed (1, 3 opened),

 -  exceeding one of P1 thresholds in channels four and  

  five causes closing terminals 1, 3. 
-  not exceeding any on P1 thresholds in channels four  

 and five causes closing terminals 1, 2. 

 PK2a - two NO contacts (terminals 1, 2), 

 - power supply off – terminals 1, 2 opened, 

 - exceeding one of P2 thresholds in channel four and  

  five causes closing terminals 1, 2. 

 - not exceeding any of P2 thresholds in channel four and  

  five causes opening terminals 1, 2. 
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FRONT PANEL 
DESCRIPTION 

“Kanał x” = “Channel x” 

Terminals description for current or voltage inputs

PK4 PK3 PK2 PK1PK4a PK3a PK2a PK1a

PK5a PK5

230V
50Hz

A B

RS485

cba cba cba cba cba

Input 1Input 2Input  3Input 4Input 5

21 3 1 2

121 23121 23121 23121 23

+Uz +Uz +Uz +Uz +Uz+I/U +I/U +I/U +I/U +I/U- - - - -

 
 

Terminals description for thremoresistance inputs

PK4 PK3 PK2 PK1PK4a PK3a PK2a PK1a

PK5a PK5

230V
50Hz

A B

RS485

cba cba cba cba cba 21 3 1 2

121 23121 23121 23121 23

Input 1Input 2Input  3Input 4Input 5

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Production and distribution:                  LABOR – ASTER  

Poland, 04-218 Warsaw ul. Czechowicka 19 

 tel. +48 22 610 71 80 ; +48 22 610 89 45 ; fax. +48 22 610 89 48 

e-mail: biuro@labor-automatyka.pl       labor@labor-automatyka.pl ;     http:// www.labor-automatyka.pl 

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the product.           Issue 07/2021 
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